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On April 7, 2005, Ohio S.B. 80 went into effect, forever changing the 

landscape of Ohio tort and product liability law. 

 

Ohio first codified the statutory Ohio Product Liability Act, or OPLA, 

in 1988. OPLA and related parts of the Ohio Revised Code were 

amended over the subsequent 17 years, with certain provisions 

falling to legal challenges. 

 

In 2005, the Ohio General Assembly enacted S.B. 80 as part of a 

larger tort reform effort, revising OPLA and related statutes applying 

to recoverable damages and other issues. The law stuck — and 

changed the way product liability cases are litigated in Ohio. 

 

This article evaluates some of OPLA's key provisions, and the case 

law interpreting them over the last 15 years, to assist practitioners 

in developing a defense to product liability claims arising under Ohio 

law. 

 

S.B. 80 Background and Survival of Constitutional Challenges 

 

S.B. 80 was designed as a comprehensive law to curb frivolous 

lawsuits and runaway jury awards that legislators and economists 

believed made it difficult for Ohio to attract and retain businesses. 

Tort reform was an opportunity to bring industries to Ohio to hire 

displaced Rust Belt workers and spur economic growth. 

 

Indeed, when discussing the topic in 2003, then-Gov. Robert Taft 

wrote a letter to the chair of the House Judiciary Committee, 

exclaiming, "this is the number one thing we can do improve the 

manufacturing climate in Ohio!"[1] 

 

Despite this support, tort reform was a 30-year process.[2] Several 

times, the Legislature enacted reforms which were struck down as 

unconstitutional.[3] Like its predecessors, S.B. 80's constitutionality 

was challenged immediately, in Arbino v. Johnson & Johnson, a 

product liability case involving birth control patches alleged to 

caused blood clots.[4] 

 

In Arbino, the Ohio Supreme Court was asked to determine whether 

S.B. 80's caps on noneconomic and punitive damages were 

constitutional.[5] The court found both statutory sections 

constitutional, concluding that with S.B. 80, the General Assembly 

finally tailored legislation that addressed the constitutional defects identified by previous 
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majorities of the court.[6] 

 

Abrogation: Limiting Claims and Ensuring Access to the Protections of OPLA 

 

One of the most important changes introduced by S.B. 80 was the abrogation or repeal of 

common law product liability claims, clarifying and limiting the types of claims that can be 

made alleging product defects. 

 

Before the passage of S.B. 80, a plaintiff in a product liability case could still assert 

statutory claims under OPLA, claims for Uniform Commercial Code breach of warranty and 

common law claims, such as negligent design and manufacture and breach of implied 

warranty in tort (design defect).[7] S.B. 80 explicitly abrogated all common law claims, 

requiring product liability claims to be asserted under OPLA.[8] 

 

Numerous Claims Now Subject to OPLA Abrogation 

 

Despite S.B. 80's clear intent, plaintiffs have not been dissuaded from challenging its 

breadth. Fortunately, several courts analyzing Ohio law over the last 15 years have held 

that OPLA abrogates common law product liability claims in several distinct situations, 

including for: 

 Suppliers of products;[9] 

 Claims that sound in product liability even if not labeled as such;[10] 

 Breach of express and implied warranty claims;[11] 

 Negligence, including negligent misrepresentation claims unrelated to product 
performance[12] and negligent design and breach of implied warranty in tort;[13] 

 Fraud;[14] 

 Claims brought under Ohio's Consumer Sales Practices Act rooted in product 
liability;[15] and 

 Claims alleging a product failed to "conform to any relevant representation or 

warranty" leading to personal injury or damage.[16] 

Exceptions 

 

The General Assembly's desire to abrogate all common law product liability claims has still 

encountered roadblocks. The first is based on OPLA's language: The act applies only to 

claims seeking recovery for personal injury or damage to property other than the product 

itself. A claim seeking only to recover economic loss for damage to the product does not 

meet the definition of a product liability claim, and is not governed by OPLA.[17] 

 

Ohio courts have also diverged on whether OPLA abrogates all claims sounding in fraud and 

misrepresentation, often with little analysis.[18] Some federal courts analyzing Ohio law 

have concluded that OPLA does not abrogate claims related to a product's quality or 

performance when such claims are "based on a general duty not to actively deceive."[19] 

 

These holdings are inconsistent with several other opinions, however, including 



controlling U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit precedent, which held that claims 

relating to "representations regarding the safety and quality [of a product]" are abrogated 

by OPLA.[20] 

 

In addition, the court in Hogue v. Pfizer Inc. determined in a well-reasoned opinion that 

where the substance of fraud claims is failure to warn, such claims must be abrogated 

also.[21] Practitioners should be prepared to direct courts to cases such as Krumpelbeck 

and Hogue when facing fraud and other misrepresentation claims. 

 

Design Defect: Risk-Benefit Test, Defined Burdens and Experts Required 

 

S.B. 80 most significantly changed OPLA design defect claims by eliminating the consumer 

expectations test as a separate cause of action. Design defect claims in Ohio now proceed 

under the risk-benefit test, which states that a product is only defective if the foreseeable 

risks associated with its design exceed the benefits associated with that design, as 

determined by weighing several factors (including consumer expectations).[22] 

 

S.B. 80 also includes a provision that obligates plaintiffs to prove the existence of a practical 

and technically feasible alternative design for any product they allege is defective.[23] 

These changes provide a substantial benefit to the defense of product manufacturers. 

 

Further, upon applying these changes, Ohio courts have consistently required plaintiffs to 

produce competent expert testimony to prove that the product is defective under the risk-

benefit test,[24] and that there exists a practical and technically feasible alternative design 

that would have prevented the injuries or damages.[25] For that reason, any claim that is 

brought without such expert testimony is ripe for judgment as a matter of law.[26] 

 

Proof of Likelihood of Risk Required: You've Been Warned 

 

OPLA's failure-to-warn statute, R.C. 2307.76, requires a plaintiff to prove that a 

manufacturer knew, or should have known, about a risk associated with the product, and 

failed to provide a warning or instruction that a reasonable manufacturer would have 

provided, in light of the likelihood of the product causing harm and the seriousness of that 

harm. 

 

Courts have determined that the incident itself, without more, is insufficient to prove a risk 

the manufacturer knew or should have known about. 

 

For example, in Butts v. OMG Inc., the court held that a defendant could not be liable for 

failing to warn when it had no actual knowledge of a risk of harm associated with a roofing 

adhesive product. There were no reported prior injuries or incidents that occurred in the 

manner described by the plaintiff and the incident could not be replicated in testing under 

realistic conditions.[27] 

 

Two years later, the Ohio Supreme Court held that plaintiffs must also present evidence to 

quantify "the likelihood of the risk of harm to consumers."[28] The defendant's mere 

knowledge of a risk was insufficient. Instead, plaintiffs must provide evidence that the 

likelihood of the risk is greater in the product at issue than in other comparable products, or 

that manufacturers of similar products provide warnings or instructions regarding the 

risk.[29] 

 

Such proof may require evidence about the overall use and performance of the product 

versus comparable products. Essentially, the risk must be unique to the product at issue, or 
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a risk that other manufacturers warn about. 

 

Moreover, the court drew a distinct line between pre-sale and post-sale warning claims, 

holding that a post-sale failure-to-warn claim arises only if the manufacturer becomes 

aware of its product's risk after the point of sale.[30] If it knew about the risk at the time of 

sale, it is subject only to a traditional, pre-sale failure-to-warn claim.[31] A post-sale 

warning claim must be based upon a new and different risk the manufacturer learns about 

after the product at issue enters the stream of commerce. 

 

Conclusion 

 

S.B. 80's impact on product liability law in Ohio over the past 15 years is unmistakable — 

and largely to the benefit of manufacturers. The defense bar must continue to assert the 

appropriate arguments to reinforce the proper application of OPLA. 
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